We report on the observation of thin salt shells that form at the periphery of evaporating pure water drops on salt. Shell shapes range from rings of inclined walls to hollow toroidal rims. We interpret this phenomenon as a consequence of a molecular coffee-stain effect by which the dissolved salt is advected toward the pinned contact line where an increased evaporation takes place. The subsequent salt supersaturation in the vicinity of the triple-line drives the crystallization of the shell at the liquid-air interface. This interpretation is supported by a simple model for shell growth.
We report on the observation of thin salt shells that form at the periphery of evaporating pure water drops on salt. Shell shapes range from rings of inclined walls to hollow toroidal rims. We interpret this phenomenon as a consequence of a molecular coffee-stain effect by which the dissolved salt is advected toward the pinned contact line where an increased evaporation takes place. The subsequent salt supersaturation in the vicinity of the triple-line drives the crystallization of the shell at the liquid-air interface. This interpretation is supported by a simple model for shell growth.
The coupling between wetting and growth is one of the major routes towards surface patterning, and leads to a wide variety of morphologies from the nano to the macroscale. Interest in this pathway for nanostructure formation is largely driven by applications, e.g., in quantum computing [1, 2] and miniature lasers [3] . Prominent nanoscale examples include vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth of semi-conductor nanowires [4, 5] and carbon nanotubes [6] and droplet epitaxy [7, 8] . In this latter process, nanoscale rings or disks form, with a morphology appreciably resulting from wetting conditions [9] .
At the macroscale, ring-shape patterns have also been obtained via the coffee-stain effect, by which the evaporation of a drop of suspension leads to a deposit at the periphery of the dried drop -similar to a coffee stainwhen the triple line is pinned. This results from outward flows inside the drop compensating the enhanced loss of liquid due to a higher evaporation rate at the periphery [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Since it induces unwanted stains on dishes, or heterogeneous deposits on ultra-clean surfaces in micro-electronics, at first glance this phenomenon appears as detrimental. However, following the development of methods controlling the final deposit, using particle shape [17] , Marangoni flow [18] , liquid viscosity [19] , or drop size [20] , this effect is now considered as a promising surface patterning technique [21, 22] .
Models both at the nano and macro-scales have confirmed that a large variety of final deposit shapes can be reached. For example ringlike to mountain-like morphologies can be obtained by varying the triple line mobility [23] , and multiple rings can be found in droplet epitaxy [8, 9, 24] . Molecular simulations of microdroplet evaporation on soluble substrates also suggests the formation of rims [25] .
We propose in this Letter a configuration where the interplay between drop wetting and material dissolution and growth leads to an unexpected surface morphology. We show that when a sessile millimeter-size drop of water evaporates on a soluble substrate, dissolution and evaporation can proceed simultaneously, and the dissolved species precipitate as a ring-shaped stain. This * Electronic address: jean.colombani@univ-lyon1.fr peripheral deposit exhibit a unique morphology with an open or closed hollow shell, in striking contrast with deposits from salty water evaporating on inert substrates [26, 27] or pure water evaporating on hydrosoluble solids [28, 29] . Furthermore, our experiments demonstrate that the coffee-stain effect may even occur with a pure solvent, such as water, instead of a prepared liquid, provided that the solid dissolves in the liquid.
We present here observations of deposits obtained in various experimental conditions. The data are interpreted in the frame of a simple analytical model, taking into account four basic ingredients: i) evaporation at the liquid-air interface, ii) dissolution at the solid-liquid interface, iii) diffusion-convection inside the liquid, and iv) precipitation at the edge of the drop. We propose thereby a non-equilibrium morphology diagram which depends on the contact angle and on the ratio between drop radius and shell thickness. Finally, we speculate that the thickness of the shell should be controlled by a competition between mass transport kinetics and solid-liquid surface tension.
In all experiments, the substrate is a 10 × 10 × 1 mm
3
NaCl single crystal, polished with grit size down to 1 µm in dry conditions. Salt residues are removed by a burst of compressed air. This polishing protocol leads to a roughness of ∼ 100 nm measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The evaporation proceeds in a closed 240 × 240 × 300 mm 3 vessel in which the substrate lies on a copper disk, the temperature of which is regulated by a heating resistance and a thermal platinum probe, in the range from 20 to 80
• C. The disk presents 32 notches, containing one sample each. After each drop evaporation, the disk is properly rotated and the next drop is deposited.
Moisture in the cell is controlled by a wide beaker of saturated solution of various inorganic salts and monitored with a hygrometer (see schematic of the setup in Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material). The relative humidity ranges from 18 to 45%. The drop, of initial volume ranging from 0.05 to 3.5 µl, corresponding to an initial sessile diameter between 1.0 and 3.7 mm, is deposited with a needle and its evaporation is recorded from the side and from the top. The deposited liquid is always ultrapure water. Evaporation times, depending on temperature, relative humidity, drop size and contact angle, Among the varied parameters, the drop radius and contact angle have appeared to be the driving ones (see model below). Nevertheless, it should be noted that we have seen no impact of the temperature on the morphology, except the absence of closed shells for a vanishing temperature gradient between drop and substrate.
The evaporation scenario leading to the formation of these shells can be divided into four stages. (i) In all experiments, at the drop deposition, the triple-line is pinned, an immediate dissolution of the substrate occurs, and a deposit starts to precipitate at the anchored threephase line (first image in Fig. 1 ). We observe in the profilometric image (Fig. S2 in Supplemental Information) that the substrate is dug in the middle of the stain after evaporation. The height of the drop is of the order h ∼ 100 µm and the diffusion coefficient of the salt in the drop is D ∼ 10 −9 m 2 /s at ambient temperature. Therefore the formation of this central depression caused by dissolution, and the resulting saturation in salt of water, must appear after a time τ = h 2 /D ∼ 10 s. At ambient temperature, the evaporation time is always larger than one minute, so the saturation of the liquid by diffusion occurs at the very beginning of the experiment.
As both the diffusion coefficient and evaporation rate increase with temperature, this should remain true at all temperatures. (ii) During evaporation, the three-phase line leaves the initial perimeter of the drop and remains attached to the edge of the growing deposit (second image in Fig. 1 ) [31] . (iii) Approaching the end of the experiment, the drop surface becomes concave, and the drop surface in the center reaches the salt substrate. A new inner triple-line then recedes outwards, until it reaches the deposit (see video from the top in Supplemental Material for a clearer view of the phenomenon). During this stage, the deposit may close to form a hollow shell, or remain under the form of inclined walls. In all cases, a striking pattern of linear defects oriented roughly along the radial direction is also observed on the shell (see In order to analyze this original shell formation mechanism, we have designed a minimal model, inspired by the approach of Deegan et al. [30] . We assume that the evaporation flux is larger at the edge of the drop, and this inhomogeneity of evaporation drives an outward radial hydrodynamic flow. This leads to a supersaturation in the triple-line region, which feeds the growth of the shell. Considering an axisymmetric drop shape, global mass conservation and salt mass conservation impose two integral relations, respectively:
where, as illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 4 , h(r) is the liquid-gas surface profile, J s (r) is the evaporation rate, r TL is the radius of the liquid-gas interface, h TL is the height of the edge of the shell. These relations also include the shell thickness w, the molecular volume Ω of the salt and its solubility c eq in water. We have neglected the possible change in the depth of the substrate under the drop, which is assumed to be small compared to the change of height of the liquid-gas interface [32] . The second relation assumes that all the salt arriving in the zone r TL ah TL < r < r TL , indicated by the shaded area in the schematic of Fig. 4 , is incorporated into the shell. The phenomenological dimensionless constant a accounts for the diffusion-induced three-dimensional redistribution of mass around the edge of the shell. As observed in experiments, the evaporation process can be decomposed into four stages. In the second stage, the liquid-air interface profile can be approximated by a parabola: h(r) = h TL + (r 2 TL − r 2 )/2R with R the radius of curvature of the drop and r 0 = 0 in Eq.(1). Assuming tangential growth of the shell along the drop surface (as in the second image of Fig. 1) , and an evaporation flux
, with J 0 the evaporation flux away from the triple line, within the small slope approximation [30] , we obtain two coupled equations from Eqs.
where r T L0 = r T L (t = 0) and R 0 = R(t = 0). These equations are solved numerically. In the third stage, where the drop is ring-shaped, the radius of the uncovered zone in the center of the drop is denoted as r in . Once again, the profile is assumed to be a constant mean-curvature surface. Assuming in addition a vanishing contact angle at r = r in , we obtain h(r)
in ln(r/r in ), and r 0 = r in in Eq. (1). We consider two models for evaporation (see Supplemental Material for details). The first model (model I) accounts for an increase of evaporation at the inner triple-line of radius r = r in . In contrast, the second one (model II) still uses the same expression of the evaporation rate as in the first stage. While both models lead to considerable complication of the dynamical equations as compared to the second stage, they do not bring significant changes from the results of the second stage. Indeed, due to the smallness of the liquid volume in the third stage, the additional growth of the shell is relatively small. Fig. 4 . The simulations are stopped when the distance between the two triple-lines r TL − r in is equal to the cutoff length ah TL . We consider that shells are closed when the final value of h TL is less than 20% of the maximum shell height. Movies of the modeled dynamics are presented in Supplemental Material. As seen by a rescaling of time in Eqs. 3 and 4, the evaporation rate J 0 determines the timescale of the evolution, but does not affect the morphology of the shell. The shapes depend only on two dimensionless parameters, sin θ 0 = r TL0 /R 0 and α = a 1/2 Ωc eq r TL0 /w. A nonequilibrium morphology phase diagram is reported in Fig.  S5 of the Supplemental Material for the two models.
As in the experiments
Experimentally, Ω and c eq are constant, and the initial contact angle θ 0 and the initial sessile drop radius r TL0 are the control parameters. The variability of the shell thickness w has to be assessed to test the model. To estimate this quantity, it has been considered that, when the deposit is closed, it forms a truncated torus of external radius r TL0 , width Φ and thickness w. The volume of deposited salt in the shell is V t πΦw(2r TL0 − Φ)θ/ sin(θ) for w Φ, r TL0 . This volume corresponds to the total dissolved volume V diss . Using our VSI experiments, we have measured the volume of the central depression, i.e., the volume of dissolved salt V diss , and the deposit width Φ, for all drops. Considering θ π/4 (see Fig. 5 ), we have thereby plotted V diss against π 2 Φ(2r TL0 −Φ)/(2 √ 2) (see Fig. S4 in Supplemental Material). The dots are aligned along a straight line, proving that the shell thickness has a roughly constant value, the best fit of which is w 17 µm. SEM images of the shell confirm this value (see Fig. 3 ).
In Fig. S4 , no strong correlation can be observed between the temperature and the position of the dots, showing an absence of apparent link between the temperature and the shell thickness. This result is in line with our model, in which the temperature only drives the characteristic time of the experiment (mainly via J 0 ), without influencing the morphology selection.
Experimentally, the only varying parameter in α is r TL0 , so the model predicts that the open and closed morphologies correspond to distinct regions in the sin θ 0 -r TL0 plane. This prediction is clearly verified in Fig. 5 .
We now propose a first explanation of the order of magnitude of the shell thickness. A back-of-the-envelope analysis shows that this thickness cannot be fixed by the competition between the salt precipitation rate, and the diffusion of the dissolved material (see Supplemental Material for details). Inspired by standard analysis of growth instabilities leading to the formation of dendrites and other patterns, another possible candidate for the selection of the shell thickness is the competition between diffusion-limited mass transport and the solid-liquid surface tension γ. Elaborating on this analogy, the growth of the edge of the shell would be driven by the evaporation induced convective transport of salt with the flux ∼ J s (r = r T L − w)Ωc eq /(1 − Ωc eq ), where
1/2 J 0 when w r TL . However, the curvature κ ∼ 1/w of the edge of the shell leads to an increase of the chemical potential by ∆µ = Ωγκ. Since concentration gradients occur at a scale ∼ w, this chemical potential rise drives a diffusion-limited dissolution rate ∼ (DΩc eq /w)(∆µ/k B T ), where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Combining this dissolution rate with the convection-induced mass supply, we obtain an estimate of the edge velocity v ∼ J 0 (r TL /2w) 1/2 Ωc eq /(1 − Ωc eq ) − DΩ 2 c eq γ/(w 2 k B T ). Assuming a selection of w based on the maximization of v, we find 
Taking γ ∼ 0.1 J m −2 , and Ω ∼ 10 −28 m 3 , we find w ∼ 3 µm, which is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental value ∼ 17 µm. The related growth velocity v max ∼ J 0 (r TL /2w) 1/2 Ωc eq /(1 − Ωc eq ) ∼ µm s −1 , is also in reasonable agreement with experimental observations. In Supplemental Material, we show that attachment-detachment-limited kinetics lead to similar orders of magnitude as diffusion limited kinetics.
In conclusion, we have shown that the coffee-stain effect, observed in an extensive number of complex fluids, can also be obtained with initially pure water, provided that it evaporates on a rapidly dissolving solid, a salt for example. The dryout is always composed of a thin shell, either open, or closed in the form of a hollow rim, depend-ing on the drop radius and contact angle. This experimental configuration proves in a novel and unexpected way the potentialities of the wetting-growth coupling in materials science.
